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 Hurlstone Park 2193 My neighbourhood is in the Cooks
River catchment but is part of the Inner West Council by a historical
accident. I grew up in Bankstown and have lived in Hurlstone Park for
over four decades. My social life for what it is happens in the Cooks
River catchment and I use Campsie shops more than Ashfield and
Dulwich Hill. I want to acknowledge at the beginning that Greater
Sydney Commission's regional breakdown had to be arbitrary and
flawed. Reference is made in a revised plan to make changes in
response to council amalgamations. Amalgamations would have made
more sense if primarily based on river catchments and sub-
catchments, but they do confine themselves to the one side of our
main rivers. Sydney and Parramatta CBD's influences span the
harbour and Parramatta River but the corridor between their direct
influences is the the Inner West district from Parramatta River to the
Georges river. Looking at the South district map on pages 8-9, the
bright green for Towra Pt Nature Reserve and Kamay Botany Bay
National Park and dark green Protected Natural Areas for Heathcote
and Royal National Parks look very impressive but they're of no direct
relevance to Canterbury Bankstown. We have the the north side of



Georges River National Park, Wolli Creek Regional Park, Cooks River
green spaces at Canterbury and Hurlstone Park, and we must have
Canterbury racecourse and adjoining riverside transformed into a
district parkland. Page 96, S16 states '42 per cent of the South District
is open space' What percentage in Canterbury-Bankstown itself is
open space? I attended the Bankstown Arts Centre forum on 9th
December called 'GROW: Places for People', featuring artworks by
residents and speakers from the Canterbury-Bankstown and Inner
West council areas. North of the Parramatta River and south of
Georges River are regions unto themselves. Manly districts are
another world to Sydenham Bankstown. I'm not suggesting a
redrawing of regions, but generalisations about such different areas in
the South don't say much. Canterbury–Bankstown being brought
together with Sutherland Shire for last month's community consultation
made sense as far a Morris Iemma being the commissioner for both
areas, but it made little sense for residents. The demographics on page
12 are of no relevance to either side of the Georges River. Figure 5 on
page 25 is one fine example of unrelatedness within South District.
______________________________ PRIORIT S1: PLANNING FOR A
CITY SUPPORTED BY INFRASTRUCTURE Page 18, Action 2.
'Sequence growth across the three cities to promote north-south and
east-west connections.' Approval has already been given for the Metro
to start on Sydenham. This is absolutely the wrong project. The Metro
was originally intended to go from Rouse Hill straight to the Sydney
CBD, and from there to Matraville. The O'Farrell government created
the detour through Epping and Chatswood and from the city through
Sydenham to Bankstown. North-south from Rouse Hill to Matraville
where no lines previously existed fits the spirit of Action 2. Dismantling
the existing Sydenham to Bankstown service is a huge waste and has
motivations other than 'infrastructure supporting new developments'.
To compound the mistake, the light rail to Kingsford hasn't sufficiently
strong rails to take the weight of fully laden trams; sections of Centenial
Park will be lost to the light rail; and heritage fig trees have been cut
down. All avoidable with an underground metro. The two big



arguments for this Sydenham-Bankstown Metro aberration is
frequency of services and the bottle-neck at Central Station. Frequency
of service is all about automating signalling. Automate 2. the signals for
the existing heavy rail, problem solved. In regard to the Central Station
bottle-neck, do what State Rail did with the T4 line, tunnel deep below
Redfern, Central, Town Hall and Museum, beneath the office tower
basements, for Bankstown line's own city underground loop. A big
understated factor is doing away with train drivers, but this isn't a valid
justification, and I refer to it under S4.
______________________________ PRIORITY S2: WORKING
THROUGH COLLABORATION. The way government the community
and business collaborates today is our starting point but I believe
making those collaborations work to create optimal change for the
future is the first challenge, and it's apparent to me the challenge hasn't
been adequately met. Here's a quote from the first paragraph of a
Canterbury Bankstown Torch article on 6th December 2017, page
5.'Canterbury Bankstown Council has sent a clear message to the
NSW Government on the much-maligned Sydenham to Bankstown
Urban Renewal Corridor Strategy – ditch it, and start again.'
(Attachment 1.) The Corridor Strategy puts residential developments
ahead of infrastructure. The community must see the infrastructure
plans presented before the residential plans. New residences must be
made to fit within the infrastructure. For example, a bike path along the
rail line can't be contingent on State Rail's willingness to part with
sections of rail land, it must be placed to the best advantage of riders
which might mean through private properties and developers would be
required to gift those accesses to the community. The Inner West
Courier, 22nd August 2017 page 3, reports the 2016 Census revealing
10% Inner West houses are vacant, in anticipation of a bonanza for
property investors to cash in on expected rezonings for high rise
developments. (Attachment 2.) Let's not be too stressed over the
feelings of property developers. They are over represented among the
richest billionaires. Many people work as hard or harder and for the
greater good for relatively modest incomes. It would be preferable to



have property developers with mindsets different to achieving
billionaire status. Such developers would be more likely to put the
horse before the cart, i.e., have public debate about infrastructure
plans and their approval before public discussion about rezoning for
residential developments. If only the Sydenham-Bankstown Corridor
proposal would be put together after infrastructure planning is finalised.
Pages 8 & 9 of the Inner West Courier, 5th December 2017 quotes the
Inner West mayor: 'Developers have got the message they only have
to pretend they engage with council before pursuing approval through
a gateway process at the earliest opportunity.' (Attachment 3.) Bill
Randolph, Director, City Futures Research Centre, UNSW, said on The
World Today, 14th Dec 2017 (Attachment 4.) http://www.abc.net.au/rad
io/adelaide/programs/worldtoday/five-sydney-councils-empowered-
toinsist-on-affordable-housing/9258834 'I think what really needs to be
done is a mindset change in the development industry. Untold wealth is
being squeezed out of land speculation in this game and I think that's
where the finger has to be pointed. We've done our own calculations
on these schemes around Sydney and millions, tens of millions of
dollars have just been appropriated privately by a development
approval which gives higher density onto a slab of land which is kind of
relatively worthless at one stage.' 3. Balance sheets show Land and
Buildings as single asset items when they should be differentiated.
Capital is the creation of wealth from land and its resources. The land
itself isn't created by people, it's a given. An apartment block in the
Stony Desert would be worth nothing. The community's industry and
creativity determine land values. The title holder to the land should be
the leasee from the government and pay rent. For our purposes it has
to be land tax and value capture tax. As mentioned at the start, the way
government community and business collaborate today is our starting
point, but Bill Randolph indicates where the Commission needs to lead.
______________________________ PRIORITY S3 PROVIDING
SERVICES AND SOCIAL STRUCTURE TO MEET PEOPLE'S
CHANGING NEEDS Infrastructure plans must be finalised before any
rezonings for residential development. Greater Sydney's guiding



principle is people friendliness. That means walking distances to
school and local medical services, plus improved water supply and
management, to meet population increases. The SydenhamBankstown
Corridor indicates no allowance for these services. Encourage some
light industry, educational facilities (tertiary?) and community centres to
be placed in ground floor commercial spaces under residential
buildings. ______________________________ PRIORITY S4:
FOSTERING HEALTHY, CREATIVE CULTURALLY RICH AND
SOCIALLY CONNECTED COMMUNITIES. The following comment
has everything to do with Priority 4. It follows on from the mention of
driverless trains under Priority 2. Redundancies mean more
unemployment, more precarious employment, smaller family incomes,
and curently 48% of customers of charities for food assistance are
employed.
(http://www.abc.net.au/radio/adelaide/programs/worldtoday/episodes/
13 Dec 2017, 12:56pm: 'More families can't afford to buy their children
presents this Christmas') In other words, Australians are denied living
incomes. The heartlessness of our state and federal governments is so
blatant. The social costs of unemployment – family break-up,
homelessness, addictions, crime, imprisonment, and so much of it
fixable with full-time full employment. A decent society owes it's
citizens a knowledge they belong. Full permanent employment is so
tied up with purpose and contribution.
______________________________ PRIORITY S5: PROVIDING
HOUSING SUPPLY, CHOICE AND AFFORDABILITY, WITH ACCESS
TO JOBS AND SERVICES Education planners had previously
underestimated the needs for extra schools thinking population growth
would occur in the western suburbs. Accordingly apartments weren't
designed for families with children. It's turned out that families with
children are living in apartments out of necessity. A recent
development is the same sex marriage legislation and much talk about
same sex couples raising children. So previously regarded single
mobile people will be adding to demands for family friendly premises,
schools and family services. A greater housing supply is being



achieved but not according to the law of supply and demand. The extra
supply is largely meeting the wishes of people with excess access to
funds to transform paper wealth into residential assets. Affordable
housing needs are consequently not being met, instead wealth
extraction and empty residences are the result. 4. The October 2017
Review of the Plan reports general public support for an Affordable
Rental Housing Target of five to ten per cent of new residential floor
space for vulnerable households on low or very low incomes, but I'm
for with those calling for higher targets. For Canterbury bankstown,
definitely a minimum of 15%. Page 28 of the Inner West Courier, 12th
December 2017 reports on the member for Drummoyne, John Sidoti
calling for urgent legislation to stop boarding houses being sold as
luxuty apartments. They are commanding $400/week rents Mr Sidoti:
'They then receive favourable treatment and are land tax free.' Growth
aligned with infrastructure is not happening. It was tragic to see poor
neighbourhoods in the inner suburbs being gentrified and the long time
residents being forced out to the far western suburbs where the
convenience of inner Sydney infrastructure and services weren't
available. In effect they were told by new comers to go west and take
the airport with them. Similar outcomes are bound to occur in the
Sydenham-Bankstown area. (Attachment 5.)
______________________________ PRIORITY S6: CREATING AND
RENEWING GREAT PLACES AND LOCAL CENTRES, AND
RESPECTING THE DISTRICT'S LOCAL HERITAGE. At the 'GROW:
Places for People' event at Bankstown Arts Centre 9th Dec 17, Costa
Georgiardis talked of trees in the centre of streets, the canopies
shading both sides and reducing the amount of pruning for power lines
along and above footpaths. Trees add great sale value to properties
and encourage people to enjoy the outdoors rather than hide away in
air conditioned rooms. Wider set-backs, especially for main roads such
as Canterbury Road to accommodate shade trees. Canberra's
Northbourne Ave can't be replicated here but can be applied to a
degree. Set-backs add human scale. I haven't seen in the Draft South
Plan reference to the commission advocating roof top gardens and roof



recreational open space. Fine for Sydney and Parramatta CBD's but
definitely not for residential areas. Building regulations require sound
proofing for residents inside the buildings but not for surrounding
residents. The only protection for neighbours is solid walls and roofs.
Building roofs need to be dedicated to solar energy, and water
collection for domestic use. Think of hot summer nights when no one's
getting to sleep. The last thing you want is chatter from a neighbouring
rooftop. At any other time those characters who have to assert their
manliness by yelling into their phones or to each other by way of
'normal conversation', from rooftops! There needs to be a significant
percentage of exposed ground soil for biodiversity to flourish to a
degree. My street trees, two Melaleuca styphelioides, were covered all
over in a black scale, which got into parts of car panels where they
couldn't be got at. Council wouldn't spray because the scale would only
come back and the solution was me eventually growing native ground
covers and low shrubs. Whatever diverse animal life lives there I've no
idea, but there is no black scale. I've had the good luck to see two
ground dwelling wasps (spider and flower), spectacular creatures, and
just in small open ground spots. Small gardens at our doors are good
for them and good for us. ______________________________
PRIORITY S9: GROWING INVESTMENT, BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES AND JOBS IN STRATEGIC CENTRES I agree with
the Sydenham-Bankstown Corridor proposal's West Campsie bypass
road. For Campsie Centre to be people friendly, through traffic must be
redirected. Only public transport vehicles along Beamish Street at the
town centre. Access and parking assisted by On Demand Public
Transport, not just in Campsie but at all town centres, maybe working
within a one km radius. https://transportnsw.info/travel-info/ways-to-get-
around/on-demand-public-transport 5. PRIORITY S10: PROTECTING
AND MANAGING INDUSTRIAL AND URBAN SERVICES LAND. Page
65. Table 3. shows Canterbury Bankstown must hang onto it's
industrial land, not to be rezoned for residences. Action 38, absolutely.
______________________________ PRIORITY S11: SUPPORTING
GROWTH OF TARGETED INDUSTRY SECTORS Our area is in the



Sydney CBD catchment, with demand for office workers, but we need
light industry for people not suited for office work. This doesn't reflect
residential plans. A couple of km's from me in Dulwich Hill had been a
small factory building with five cabinet maker sole traders. The site now
has a 23 unit boarding house charging $400/week each. Two cabinet
makers now share nearby premises, the other three couldn't find local
premises. Did they relocate within 30 minutes? I wonder. Their work
requires much travelling to and from clients. There is currently
rationalisation of fire stations and ambulance station services and
police stations in our area, not for the purposes of selling government
properties to property developers I hope. How quick responses from
these three essential services can be maintained and improved defies
logic. It's more like a reduction in services for financial reasons.
______________________________ PRIORITY S14: PROTECTING
AND ENHANCING BUSHLAND, BIODIVERSITY AND SCENIC AND
CULTURAL LANDSCAPES. Action 61b: There are remnants such as
at Campsie that must remain off limits to the public.
______________________________ PRIORITY S15: INCREASING
URBAN CANOPY COVER AND DELIVERING GREEN GRID
CONNECTIONS. PRIORITY S16: DELIVERING HIGH QUALITY
OPEN SPACE The Sydenham-Bankstown Corridor strategy shows no
extra green spaces,. At the minimum there needs to be open spaces
within neighbourhoods for the proposed lost of open spaces in existing
back yards. There's talk of 26 storey residential buildings where
Canterbuy Racecourse is. Canterbury Racecourse must become a
district park with trees among which families can picnic near the river
with BBQ's, toilets sheltered tables, at least one pavilion, boat/canoe
hire. I understand that site had been marsh. Huge amounts of storm
water and ground water starting from Hurlstone Park Terminus could
be harvested into a small lake at the racecourse site with vegetation to
take up pollutants and then be harvested.
______________________________ PRIORITY S17: REDUCING
CARBON EMISSIONS AND MANAGING ENERGY, WATER AND
WATER WASTE EFFICIENTLY As mentioned at S6, building roofs



need to be dedicated to solar energy, and water collection for domestic
use, not open recreational space, except in major CBD's. NBN, solar
power collection, water recycling and runoff collection mandatory in
ALL new buildings. One conspiracy theory goes that NBN to all
residences would facilitate more work from home and reduce the
demand for CBD office space. 6. Also at S16, water harvesting in a
district park where Canterbury Racecourse now is. Yours sincerely Jim
Morris
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Five Sydney councils empowered to insist on affordable housing by  Antoinette 
Lattouf           on The World Today              14th December 2017

Eleanor Hall Sydney is one of the world's most expensive cities to live in and has the highest home 
prices in Australia. The state government has so far done little to deliver on its promise of providing
more affordable housing, but today the Planning Minister announced that five Sydney councils will 
be given the power to require property developers to provide affordable rental rental homes in new 
developments.
Antoinette Lattouf With Sydney expected to house another 1 million people within 16 years, 
pressure has been mounting on the NSW Government to step up. At the moment the government 
only allows two Sydney councils (Willoughby and City of Sydney) to put a levy on developers so 
that they provide affordable housing in their area. Now five more councils may soon get that power,
including Randwick in the city's east, the Northern Beaches and the City of Ryde.
Bill Randolph, Director, City Futures Research Centre: So it really has heralded an new approach to
understand the role of development and its relationship to affordable housing. So it's really to be 
welcomed. If you're just going to change the way these developers think in these five areas, now the
counter is of course is that you need to have the roll-out across all areas. It's not just the lucky five. 
So the next big step will be to corporate all of the councils across NSW, but particularly in Sydney.
A.L. The Housing Supply Association is a recently formed body representing developers builders 
and architects.
Bill Pickering, spokesman, Housing Supply Association Where everyone wins and we can provide 
young people and those in critical service industries with a place to live rather than having to 
commute three or four hours every day, then who loses? No one.
A.L. Developers would also need to feel their big wins continue.
B.P. By imposing on developers there's got to be some profit incentive for them, so they don't go 
backwards and which means the cost is passed on to the end users, but in fact allows them to make 
through additional height and the building of extra units, an ability to pass on the savings or 
profitably that would normally occur there.
B.R. That's a natural response from the developers. 'We'll just stick in ten more storeys and we'll 
give you another couple of flats, a couple of apartments as a trade-off.' Look, that's not the answer. 
We're not goung to trade off more affordable homes for more density just for the sake of it. Now 
there is a role for density bonuses, there's no doubt about that, but I think what really needs to be 
done is a mindset change in the development industry. Untold wealth is being squeezed out of land 
speculation in this game and I think that's where the finger has to be pointed. We've done our own 
calculations on these schemes around Sydney and millions, tens of millions of dollars have just 
been appropriated privately by a development approval which gives higher density onto a slab of 
land which is kind of relatively worthless at one stage.
A.L. The new laws will be placed on exhibition this week. They'll be effective from February 
provided there is no major opposition.
B.P. As a former mayor of the City of Ryde we already have a policy in place that surrounds what is
referred to as a voluntary planning agreement where developers come to us and say 'We'd like extra 
height and we'll contribute X to get that' and that's worked for our city. 
A.L. That's on a voluntary basis. How do you think some developers will feel about this being 
mandatory?
B.P. That's it/to be seen. 
A.L. Willoughby Council and the City of Sydney already mandate affordable housing targets across
their regions, and Bill Randolph says there are lessons to be learnt from their experiences. This 
involves other state departments, like Education and Health, coming to the table.
B.R. Open space, who's going to pay for that? We know the Green Square is going to have 60,000 
new people living there and one playing field, and no schools, so somebody made a big error there 
in working that one out. We can't afford to do that again.
A.L. The State Planning Minister's office has told the World Today there are no immediate plans to 
expand the power to more councils.

http://www.abc.net.au/radio/adelaide/programs/worldtoday/five-sydney-councils-empowered-to-insist-on-affordable-housing/9258834
http://www.abc.net.au/radio/people/eleanor-hall/6842772
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